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message from the chairman!
Jeremy Withers Green!
The opportunity to chair the Haller Foundation has been a
great privilege. The past year represents the culmination and
coming together of many years of hard work spanning across
Kenya and the UK. The milestones Haller has reached both in
terms of income raised and the number of people we have
reached are a testament to this. !
!
The photos of our work in Kishani are perhaps the most robust !
!
summation of the potential Haller has released in the last year:!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
In just a year, Haller has helped the Kishani community build a well and a dam, securing
sustainable access to clean water and resulting in significant improvements in health
and livelihoods. With plans for farmer training underway in the coming year, the
transformative power of water alone to regenerate land and increased crop yield is selfevident.!
!
In the last year Haller has also raised £280,000 in funds, a significant mile-stone and
accomplishment for a charity that in 2004 operated around a kitchen table. In addition,
Haller has built 14 dams and wells – a 40% increase from last year. There have been
17,000 visits to the Education Centre and library, as well as 280 students attending 3
community schools. Patient visits at our health clinics have dropped by 30% due to
better diets and higher rates of immunisation.
In total Haller has supported 18
communities and self-help groups.!
!
The contributions of the Director, trustees, staff, and volunteers have been
immeasurable and essential to our success. Special thanks must go to Louise Piper
who will be relinquishing her role as Director. She will remain fully involved as a trustee.
Her dedication, effort, and vision have been instrumental. She will hand over her duties
to Kevin Sloan in the middle of October.
He joins us at an exciting time with
considerable momentum, I and everyone at Haller look forward to working alongside
him. !

our vision!
A world where our low cost, holistic, environmentally sound, and
sustainable model for economic development is replicated to help
communities everywhere lift themselves out of poverty.!
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what we do!

Our work is based on the techniques of the award-winning
environmentalist, Dr. Rene Haller, a UNEP Global Laureate renowned for
his restoration of cement quarries in Kenya. We use a similar model of
environmental regeneration to bring economic security to poor, smallholder farmers living on inhospitable land.!
!
Dr. Haller’s unique model begins with water. First, the excavation of rainfed dams provides water security and helps to rehabilitate the
surrounding land to make it suitable to grow crops (from subsistence to
surplus). A well ensures water security even during extended droughts.
To ensure that water sources are not contaminated and basic hygiene
practices are encouraged, bio-toilets are established near the well and
dam.
Coupled with farmer training and education about alternative
energy, communities are quickly able to go from subsistence to surplus,
using new income to hire teachers for community schools built by the
Haller charity, and to invest small business such as solar-kiosks enabling
people to charge mobile phones.
!
Haller’s community partnerships are not quick fixes, rather they offer
long term, life-skills training which empower farmers and their children to
lead self-sufficient and sustainable lives.

health!

education!

Haller runs a
children’s
library and an
education
centre to
support rural
and urban
community
schools.!

water!

nano enterprise!

!

!
!
water!

health!

farmer training

!
sustainable!
livelihoods!

education!

alternative!
energy!

* catalyst for change * low cost * high impact *!

Haller offers
practical lessons
on simple,
affordable ways
to improve soil
and food
production using
sustainable
farming
techniques. !
Haller
encourages the
use of
alternative
sources of
energy. We
install solar
panels and show
people how to
build and run
simple biogas
digesters. !

alternative energy!

Haller provides
communities
with access to
basic
healthcare and
educates
people to help
prevent
illnesses.!

*• replicable * practical * innovative * sustainable *

Haller helps
communities
dig wells, rainfed dams and
collect
rainwater to
provide water
security!

farmer training!

All of Haller’s
programmes
bring money into
the community.
Haller also helps
people to set up
small
businesses, and
manage their
money
effectively.!

water!

nano enterprise!

!

sustainable livelihoods
begin with water!
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!Four years of failed rains means that Kenya is now facing its worst drought in
decades, causing millions of people, cattle and crops to die. Haller’s water
programme helps small-holder farmers harvest water, and then use it
effectively and safely. Access to water is the first step to helping communities
overcome poverty; it underpins food production, health, education, and
improved livelihoods.!

Location!
Haller’s geological
experts evaluate the
best locations for the
wells, rain-fed dams,
and sanitation facilities!

Ownership!
Community ownership through
self-help groups and a
committee of community
members to oversee the
building and maintenance of
the wells and dams!
Sustainability!
Community members are
paid to excavate and build
the well, dam, and bio-loo
facilities resulting in income
and a sense of ownership,
These in turn ensures
maintenance and long-term
sustainability!
Bio-loos!

Dams!

Wells!
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our water impact in 2011/12…!
•

Construction of 7 wells and 7 dams with 7 selfhelp groups!

1 well =!
100! 100!

100! 100!

100! 100!

Barren land prior to dam!

clean water for
600 people!

1 dam =!

(successfully enduring drought)!

!
100! 100! 100!

Community members hired by
Haller to excavate the dam!

100! 100! 100!

100! 100! 100!

100! 100! 100!

100! 100! 100!

water for up to 1,500!
people + their
livestock!
One of seven completed dams!

from water to food security!
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! Haller’s Farmer Training methodologies are recognised as best-practice
! models in sustainable farming by Kenya’s Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries, the United Nations Development Programme and many
international consulates.!

Integrated farming techniques (aquaculture)!
1. Chicken coop provides safe
shelter during night.!
2. Chickens’ faeces drop into the
dam providing nutrients for fish. !
3. Soldier flies breed in chicken
droppings to provide excellent
fish food.!
4. Tilapia fish provide protein,
income, and prevent malaria by
eating mosquito larvae.!
5. Nile cabbage acts as natural
water filter, provides shade for
fish, prevents evaporation; and
surplus can be used for biogas. !
6. Pump powered by solar energy
to irrigate surrounding land.!

Ways we teach this…!

!

1!

The Demonstration farm runs
regular workshops teaching farmers
about enhancing soil fertility, natural
pesticides, effective water use and
purification, as well as complex
farming techniques, like producing
biogas. Participants are given tree
saplings, seeds, and all the tools
they need to start farming
sustainably.!
crops!

clean water!

2!

fish!

Community support within rural
communities helps farmers
implement what they have
learned. We work closely with
rural communities to help them to
make the necessary steps
towards a sustainable lifestyle.
We also help communities set up
self-help groups and start microbusinesses.!
chicken!
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our farmer training impact in 2011/12…!
•
•
•
•

Weekly training at the demonstration farm!
Terracing around each new dam means increased
crop yield, tree planting, crops, fruit, and vegetables!
New dams effectively used for fish-farming and
support of poultry, goats!
Weekly outreach supporting 8 communities!

from rural to urban…!

“When I visited the Haller
project at Mombasa I was
deeply impressed by the
simple but effective
approach to using natural
resources to maximise
sustainable food
production…”!
-- Lord David Steel!

In 2011, Haller’s urban slum garden brought Haller’s innovative farming
techniques from a rural to an urban environment. We show people cheap, simple
ways to produce food, purify water and use sustainable energy in a very confined
space.!

Water poured on Charcoal evaporates,
creating a sustainable cooler. Plants and
vegetables benefit from nutrient-rich water.!

An integrated system incorporating poultry, fish,
vegetables using recycled water.
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from food security to
alternative energy!

Haller’s alternative energy programme educates people about the
damaging effects of firewood and kerosene on the environment and
health. We work to relieve fuel poverty, by helping communities produce
alternatives that are healthier, more economical and more sustainable. !
nile cabbage!

1!

cow dung !

other organic waste matter!

Biogas digesters!

Haller shows communities how to cheaply produce biogas, using organic waste matter
such as nile cabbage and cow dung. Haller’s biogas digesters are designed to be
easy and cheap to use. Nothing is wasted – the waste slurry produced is rich with
nutrients and is used as fertilizer.!
!

2!

Solar energy!

Haller installs solar panels at rural
community centres to produce light. Solar
energy can also power small businesses,
as customers pay to re-charge their
mobile phones or torch batteries. Solar
energy can also be used to pump recycled
water through Haller’s aquaponics and
aquaculture systems.!

light + cooker + increased crop yield
(through irrigation, slurry fertiliser)!
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our alternative energy impact in
2011/12…!
•

New low-cost biogas digester designed for urban slum
garden!
New programmes linking alternative energy to income
and teaching through alternative energy!

•

1!

Transforming alternative energy into income !
Each community Haller works with has its own
energy kiosk where people are able to charge
mobile phones and solar lamps between certain
hours. Income is put towards a community fund
which community members can access for loans. !
A community biogas
kitchen replaces tree
chopping as a more
environmentally
sustainable source of
energy. Communities
also use it and
manage it to generate
income for community
fund. !

2!

Teaching through alternative energy!
Haller has designed 5 biogas models for training communities.
Different models address different demographics – ranging
from individual to commercial use. The new urban slum garden
biogas digester is Haller’s newest invention; by transforming
water tanks into biogas digesters the model is the most
effective and lowest cost model to date. !

As part of Haller’’s new urban slum garden teaching model, Haller
has introduced a new charcoal cooler. Water poured on charcoal
evaporates, cooling the air around it.
!
Now integrated into our farmer training
programme, Haller teaches how to transform
brushwood, twigs, and other scrap wood matter
into agri char. Agrichar is a natural way to
significantly improve soil nutrients over the longterm.
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inspiration for sustainable living!
‘Haller is not about exercise books and building schools, but
about teaching a new generation about living life in balance with
the environment on which they depend.’ Edward Oately, MBE!

1!

Community schools!

In the rural communities Haller
supports, children rarely go to school.
Haller helps communities build their
own schools; the schools are fitted with
guttering and water tanks for collecting
water, vegetable beds, solar lights, and
a kitchen powered by biogas, made
from refuse material from the
surrounding farms. Not only the children
benefit! Parents can also request
specific lessons.!
!
!

2!

Weekly outreach!

3!

Nguuni Education Centre!

Each week the librarian and our
environmentalist teacher visit Haller’s
community schools to lend books, teach
reading, and instill the passion and
skills for living sustainably. !
Book-lending…!

Vegetable beds…!

In 2006, Haller set up the Nguuni
Education Centre to provide a
clean and safe place that supports
30,000 children from the slums
around Mombasa. Situated in a
nature sanctuary, it has over
12,000 books in its library, reading
tents and show environmental films
to help lay the foundations for
individuals able to advocate for
themselves and their communities.
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our education impact in 2011/12…!
•
•
•
!

17,000 visits to the Education Centre and library!
First children’s library in Kenya!
3 community schools + 280 of students!

Meet Hussein…

IT Suite
This year, with the support of British
Airways, we are building an IT Suite
adjacent to the library. We will run
ICT training classes for young
people from the surrounding
schools, which will help these
disadvantaged children find
employment. We will also provide
computers so that library users have
access to information and teaching
programmes through the internet.!

Best Community Library!

The Nguuni Education Centre
was awarded Best Community
Library by the Kenyan National
Library Service and the GoetheInstitut in 2010 and received 2nd
place in 2011.!

Hussein started using the library at
the Nguuni Education Centre when
he was at primary school, and
continued throughout his education.
Hussein has started a youth group
at the education centre, to teach
young people over 16 about drug
abuse, HIV and other problems
facing Kenyan youth today.
Hussien’s youth group is one of
several youth groups that use the
education centre.!
!

healthy environments,
healthy people!
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Where Haller works, there is little access to healthcare. People have
to walk for several kilometres to the nearest hospital, and medicines
can be prohibitively expensive. We deliver free health workshops and
high-quality, affordable healthcare, in conjunction with Kenya’s
Ministry of Health.!

1!

2!

3!

4!

A health clinic in Nguuni,
Mombasa is open 6 days a
week. We also run a rural
outreach programme, where
our trained nurse, doctor and
lab technician visit isolated
communities. !

Rapid population growth puts
enormous pressure on poor
communities, as there is a
shortage of available land, water
and food. Haller helps women
control their family size, by
helping them understand their
fertility cycle and contraception.!

Water borne diseases, such as
diarrhoea and malaria, are some
of the most common causes of
sickness in Kenya. Whenever
Haller helps build a well or rainfed dam, we also educate about
water purification, sanitation
and hygiene, to help prevent
disease.!
Haller visits rural communities
once a week to ensure that
children under 5 are immunised
against preventable diseases like
polio, whooping cough,
diphtheria and tetanus. !
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our health impact in 2011/12…!
•
•
•
!

6,000 people attended 150 health workshops !
2,000 children were immunized !
200 women received contraception!
!
Reduced!
to 8,000!
patient!
visits!
in 2011

12,000 patient !
visits in 2010!
!

!
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30% reduction in patient visits because people are healthier,
have better diets, and have been immunized!
In 2011, Haller gave !
family advice to over 5,000 !
women and provided free !
contraception to 200 !
young women.
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from sustainable subsistence
to sustainable livelihoods!
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All of Haller’s programmes can be used to generate an
income, which show farmers the tangible rewards of using
sustainable techniques. !
! Putting money back into the
community -- Community
members are paid per meter by
Haller to excavate dams and
terrace the land around them for
crops!

Fish, chickens, produce, biogas, solar energy can all be sold

Business skills: Haller’s nano-enterprise programme helps register communities
as self-help groups so that they can set up savings accounts. Haller provides seed
capital to help community members start small businesses, and teach them skills
such as bookkeeping to help them manage their money effectively. !

Customers pay to recharge their mobile
phones, or buy cooking
time on a biogas
burner. Buying biogas
for is cheaper and
more sustainable than
buying firewood.!

Energy kiosks!

Food stalls!

our nano enterprise
impact in 2011/12…!
•
•
!
!
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Construction of new energy kiosks -- now every
community Haller works has a community energy kiosk!
Qualitative introduction!

Farm Produce -- !
With Haller’s help,
James (top right)
bought a wheelbarrow,
which helps him
transport surplus food to
the market.!

Initiative -- !
In 2011, women from
Haller communities took
the initiative to set up food
stands alongside damdigging sites -- providing
food for laborers as well
as a source of income for
themselves. !

Vocational workshops were initiated
in 2011 to teach community members
how to make school uniforms. Haller
will purchase the uniforms and
distribute them at cost to the
community schools we support.
Teaching dressmaking skills will
enable women to set up small
businesses to sell school uniforms
and other clothes to both their own
and neighbouring communities.!

Eco-Sanitary Towels Haller worked with
women’s groups to make eco-sanitary
towels out of local materials, which are
both affordable and hygienic. These
provide income to the women making
them, and are delivered alongside an
educational programme that aims to
break the taboo connected with
menstruation.
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the haller model in action!
In 2011, Haller began working with Kashani, a new community. In the
last year Haller has helped the community to build a well and a dam.
This well and dam alone, in only a year, have breathed tangible new life
back into the community. !

A sustainable source of
water: even in times of
extreme drought, water will
be available via a rain-fed
dam and a well.!

In less than a year,
Kashani have…!
Improved livelihoods:
Community members were
paid for their manual labour
during dam and well
construction. This, combined
with a surplus in food, has
resulted in new businesses
ranging from salons to food
stalls -- and Haller hasn’t
even started it’s nanoenterprise programme
underway yet! !

Increased in food production:
The dam enables farmers to
extend their growing season.
The longer season, and variety
of crops has enabled them to
grow sufficient food to last
throughout the year.!
Improved education: as the
children are no longer required
to help collect water from afar,
they are able to attend school.!
Improved health: in areas
where water is scarce,
diarrhoeal diseases such as
cholera, typhoid and dysentery
are common. With access to
clean water from the well, the
incidences of these diseases
reduces dramatically and
childhood mortality rates fall.!

